MESSAGES FROM THE

King of Kings

REVELATION 1-3
Summary of Christ’s Messages to the Seven Churches
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The Almighty God ➔ The Glorified Christ
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1. **EPHESUS (2:1-7)**—The LACKING Church
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1. **EPHESUS (2:1-7)**—The LACKING Church

   **Lesson:** Our labor for Christ should never become more important than our love for Christ.
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2. **SMYRNA (2:8-11)**—The LOYAL Church
2. **SMYRNA (2:8-11)**—The LOYAL Church

**Lesson:** Persecution and suffering should never hinder us from persevering and serving Christ.
3. **PERGAMUM (2:12-17)**—The LAX Church
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3. **PERGAMUM (2:12-17)**—The LAX Church

**Lesson:** We must never **compromise** on the **clear truths** of Scripture.
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4. **THYATIRA (2:18-29)**—The LICENTIOUS Church
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4. **THYATIRA (2:18-29)**—The LICENTIOUS Church

**Lesson:** Christ is concerned about our **internal purity**, not simply our **external performance**.
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5. **SARDIS (3:1-6)**—The LIFELESS Church
5. **SARDIS (3:1-6)**—The LIFELESS Church

**Lesson:** The **inward reality** of our lives should be consistent with the **external reputation** of our lives.
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6. **PHILAELPHIA (3:7-13)**—The LOVING Church
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6. **PHILAELPHIA (3:7-13)**—The LOVING Church

**Lesson:** There is great eternal reward for those who respond in faith to Jesus Christ.
7. **LAODICEA (3:14-22)**—The LUKEWARM Church
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7. **LAODICEA (3:14-22)**—The LUKEWARM Church

**Lesson:** A lucrative lifestyle should never lull us into lukewarm Christian living.
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2. The fact that Jesus **knows everything** about us should be both **comforting** & **convicting**.
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3. Christ’s commands & corrections are given because of His compassion & concern for us.
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1. Jesus Christ, and He alone, is our sacrificial Savior and our sovereign King.

2. The fact that Jesus knows everything about us should be both comforting & convicting.

3. Christ’s commands & corrections are given because of His compassion & concern for us.

4. Only through faith in Christ are we victorious and will we experience eternal blessings.
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